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 by Maritim Hotel Stuttgart 

Maritim Hotel Stuttgart 

"Historical Building with a New Look"

Imagine this: a new hotel, built incorporating an old riding arena dating

from 1885 into its two new buildings. If you are curious to view this

architectural synthesis with your own eyes, then why not pay a visit to the

Maritim Hotel? The hotel's elegant ambiance pervades the restaurant and

bar, and luxury is also of the essence in the hotel's leisure facilities, such

as swimming pool, sauna, solarium and the fitness area.

 +49 711 9420  www.maritim.de/  info.stu@maritim.de  Seidenstraße 34, Stoccarda

 by Public Domain   

ARCOTEL Camino Stuttgart 

"Traditional Hospitality, Modern Style"

ARCOTEL Camino Stuttgart is located close to several attractions and the

main train station and offers a luxurious stay to business and leisure

travelers alike. It is situated in a stately and historic building, but the

interiors feature modern comforts. The hotel has theme rooms and

apartments in addition to the usual rooms and suites, and also barrier-free

rooms for people with disabilities. The in-house restaurant serves a

delightful blend of Swabian and Austrian cuisines, while the lounge offers

a choice of liquors to discerning patrons. Exercise at the state-of-the-art

gym and rejuvenate yourself at the spa, which is free for hotel guests. The

wellness area includes a light therapy sauna, tropical rain shower, Kneipp

shower and Finnish sauna. This hotel is particularly suited for business

functions and houses a business center, business suites and six classy

conference rooms, besides providing facilities for hosting stylish

banquets.

 +49 711 25 8580  www.arcotelhotels.com/d

e/camino_hotel_stuttgart

 camino@arcotelhotels.com  Heilbronner Strasse 21,

Stoccarda

 by Booking.com 

relexa Waldhotel Schatten

Stuttgart 

"Nestled in Nature"

Set in the peaceful neighbourhood of Büsnau, the Waldhotel Schatten of

the Relexa chain of hotels is ideal for spending some time by oneself. It is

located close to Schloss Solitude (Castle Solitude), a visit to which is

highly recommended when staying here. Other options include exploring

nature in the surrounding areas. The rooms are comfortably furnished, but

the best part of staying at this hotel is the fact that it is surrounded by

nature.

 +49 711 6 8670  relexa-hotels.de/  Stuttgart@relexa-hotel.de  Magstadter Strasse 2-4,

Stoccarda

http://www.maritim.de/de/inhalt
https://cityseeker.com/it/stuttgart/155841-maritim-hotel-stuttgart
https://pixabay.com/en/massage-spa-health-oil-hotel-room-2350548/
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en
https://cityseeker.com/it/stuttgart/737414-arcotel-camino-stuttgart
http://www.booking.com/hotel/de/relaxawaldhotelschatten.html
https://cityseeker.com/it/stuttgart/395123-relexa-waldhotel-schatten-stuttgart
https://cityseeker.com/it/stuttgart/395123-relexa-waldhotel-schatten-stuttgart


 by Booking.com 

Hotel Traube 

"Romantic half-timbered building"

You will find this small hotel south of Stuttgart, not far from both the

motorway and airport. It's old and romantic half-timbered building is

located in the quiet city district of Plieningen; the rooms are modern and

comfortably equipped and offer a cosy atmosphere for a relaxing stay. Its

restaurant offers tasty, regional specialites and after dinner you can have

a coffee or a glass of wine on the cobble-stone terrace in front of the

building or in the hotel bar.

 +49 711 45 89 20  www.hotel-traube-

stuttgart.de/

 info@germany-romantic-

hotel.com

 Brabandtgasse 2, Plieningen,

Stoccarda
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